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THE LOGOS OF DC AND WARNER BROS FADE ONTO THE SCREEN.

SLOW FADE IN:

The somber melody of HAIMIN MUSIC - MISTAKES lingers in the 
background as.....

A young woman stares at herself in the mirror. Her eyes go 
black as she places a hand on the glass. The glass begins 
to literally DECAY as the lights flicker on and off.

As the lights do, the screen flickers on to the next scene. 
A foggy section of a lake shore, the waves kick as a young 
man slowly rises out of the water and walks onto shore with 
glowing white eyes.

BOY'S VOICE (V.O)
So let me get this straight here. 
None of us know each other, right?

The scene fades out slowly to NIGHTWING who's zooming down 
the freeway on a black motorcycle. In the distance, a dark, 
mysterious object hovers in the sky.

BOY'S VOICE (V.O)
But somehow we've been manipulated 
into thinking we can do something 
for the better good?

We get a look at KID FLASH in a damaged suit, he senses 
something as he turns the other way. A look of concern as 
YELLOW lightning bursts from his body while he speeds off.

What looks like a huge gorilla at the top of a hill, 
battling dozens of incoming enemy threats. It looks like 
he's been at it for days upon days. It lets out a war cry 
as it beats on its chest.

The scene fades out to ARSENAL setting up a hi tech bow and 
arrow. We notice his cyberkinetic arm on his right side, 
the word "CADMUS" is scratched off on the side.

BOY'S VOICE (V.O)
But the problem with that is...we 
can't. Look around Grayson, what 
did you see in us? 
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We smash to a section of the CADMUS facility as it EXPLODES 
into a firey hell. Arsenal watches the fire rage on, 
hundreds of people scream in fear as they run past him.

BOY'S VOICE (V.O)
We're nothing.

The young woman from before RAVEN, sits inside of a drawn 
circle. SUDDENLY something takes over her body and she's 
hoisted into the air.

The music cuts out as we --

SMASH TO BLACK.

FADE IN:

INT. UNKNOWN LOCATION

If we didn't know better we'd think it was the BAT CAVE. 
BARBARA GORDON sits in front of an array of computer 
screens. Roy and Grayson are off to the side.

WALLY appears out of nowhere in a gust of wind.

WALLY
Just so you know...he's totally 
alone on that opinion. Just sayin'.

Roy looks at Wally in disgust then back to Grayson.

ROY
Did I mention how much I hate this 
guy?

Barbara laughs quietly, we catch her smile as we cut to --

A MONTAGUE OF CLIPS

- We follow Kid Flash as he runs around the city. Something 
beeps repeatedly on his chest.

- Raven as she hovers down towards Nightwing, Arsenal and 
Aqualad. Arsenal looks genuinely creeped out.

- Aqualad evading underwater enemies. The coast looks 
almost clear until an abnormally sized shark swims into 
view and takes him.
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- Barbara, in her wheelchair, stares at her Batgirl suit on 
display. She fights back tears, slowly getting back to what 
she was doing previously.

SMASH TO:

QUICK FLASHES OF:

Nightwing, nearly beaten to death, as he faces DEATHSTROKE 
inside of a burning building. Deathstroke has the obvious 
upperhand in the match.

SMASH TO:

             T    I    T    A    N    S

CUT TO:

Nightwing, Arsenal, Kid Flash, Raven, Aqualad and Beast Boy 
stand on the building facing CADMUS(scene from preview). 
Kid Flash smacks on a bag of potato chips.

KID FLASH
How bout the Super Six?

BEAST BOY
Or Beast Boy and the Beastette's.

Arsenal readies his bow, shaking his head, annoyed.

ARSENAL
(Re;Himself)

I reallllly hate these people.

SMASH TO

                 

                   COMING SOON


